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Johannes Huwe seeks out extremes
Johannes Huwe is one outstanding and inspiring example. He shoots in every extreme, from hot to cold, with both
analog and digital systems, and always looking for the haptic. Huwe uses online media as well as traditional prints
and has just published his second book

Huwe had only
seconds to capture
the photo of the
driver in the roll-off
zone. He always had
to be faster than the
security team that
rushed out to check
both driver and
vehicle. The heat
and the salt dust are
a nuisance to human
and machine
(whether car or
Hasselblad).

For his "World
of Speed" series,
Johannes Huwe
traveled seven
times to a highspeed race in
California's
Mojave Desert.

"World of Speed"
Portfolio box with prints
on Hahnemühle Photo
Rag 308 g/m2 and
illustrated book of the
same name.
Johannes Huwe: World of
Speed, Seltmann + Söhne,
48 pages, 44 illustrations,
hardcover, 30 x 30 cm,
ISBN 978-3-944721-37-8;
€39
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Portrait of Gene
Barbee, member of
the 200-Mile Club
in fireproof suit

Autopilot magazine,
Moscow:
Johannes Huwe’s
photo series published
internationally

W

ith his fashionable full beard, he's
got that hipster look going, although engineer Johannes Huwe is
a fairly normal FineArtPrinter reader. He's welloff, self-employed, in his mid-forties, with two
children, fond of traveling, and loves touching his
photos. In October 2007, he attended the first
seminar organized by Hermann Will and experienced the premiere of "Intron to Fine Art Printing"
in the author's home. And now a picture book
with his "World of Speed" series has been published by Seltmann + Söhne.
IN THE CALIFORNIAN DESERT: DIGITAL
A dry salt lake, El Mirage, lies in the Mojave
Desert in San Bernardino County, northeast of
Los Angeles. This is the site of the high-speed
races organized several times a year by the
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Southern California Timing Association (SCTA).
"In "speed racing", it's all about going from zero
to as fast as you can on a 4 km track with the
speed measured in the final 300 meters and then
coming to a stop within a marked "roll-out area"
with the help of a parachute," explains Patrick
Lindner in the Welt.de World's Luxury Guide. And
the photographer adds: "In addition to achieving
a new personal best, another goal is membership
in the 200 or even the 300 Mile Club."
Sounds like a real man's thing, well worth the
long journey. Which is clearly less problematic
for the photographer with the digital Hasselblad
in his bags than it is for the amateur racers with
their revamped, not roadworthy machines.
Everyone from experienced mechanics to millionaire speed freaks line up at the starting line
on El Mirage Lake. "I was really touched," says

Johannes Huwe, "that they all stood as equals
on that line." At 37°C (99°F) in the shade and
45°C (113°F) in the sun, it all comes down to the
speed. The races take place on just two consecutive days, making a photo project quite
complicated, even without factoring in that they
could land up taking place in a rainstorm. As
was the case before the May 2015 race, when
the SCTA website said: "Lakebed is closed due
to rain."
From 2009 to 2014, Johannes Huwe captured
the hunt for new speed records a total of seven
times. Each time he got himself duly accredited
as a photographer so he could have an all-access pass beyond the barriers. The heat and the
salt dust were a real challenge to the photographer and his medium format equipment. The
biggest problem, though, was the extremely

tight timeframes in which he could get the shot.
Huwe could only roughly estimate where each
vehicle would come to a halt, because braking
parachutes were being used to compensate for
the sandy conditions on the track. Huwe had to
get to the spot as quickly as he could with ordinary rental car, especially since the SCTA inspectors were always hot on his heels. Shots of
the drivers emerging from the vehicle usually
ended as security arrived and the drivers and
cars were submitted to routine checks.
It would have been much easier to photograph the
larger race in Bonneville, Utah. The races there are
spread over two weeks. But Huwe made the deliberate decision for El Mirage, because the atmosphere there is still somewhat improvisatory and
definitely more personal and not so commercialized as with other racing events.

At the starting line
is Willi Boelcke, a
German driver on
the Kraut Bros
team who now lives
in California.
The cars are
pushed the first few
meters to get them
moving.
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Selfies by
Johannes Huwe
with the analog
Canon AE-1
on Iceland

IN ICELAND IN WINTER: ANALOG
Johannes Huwe has also made photographs in
the Antarctic and the Atacama Desert. Desert
and ice are stimulating extremes for Huwe and,
of course, there's Iceland, every photographer's
Eldorado. As far as Huwe is concerned, let Iceland be as cold as it can be and let the wind
whip the snow across the landscape. As ultralight hikers (see his blog trailblaze.de), he sometimes even spent his nights out in the snow. "I
love the outdoors," he confesses, saying he
can't really relax in a five-star hotel with infinity
pool. He was last in Iceland in March 2015 in
the Defender "well off the beaten path." There
42 storms on the island in winter 2014-15 alone.
And yet, in this hostile environment, Huwe did
something very modern: he took selfies. But not
with the smartphone, but very old-school with
an old analog Canon AE-1 on a tripod, as an
alternative to the M-Leica that he otherwise pre-
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fers. Also required when using this old-fashioned set-up: athletic prowess so that he could
just on to the car roof within 10 seconds of setting the self-timer. And good cardiovascular
training that can handle the freezing cold, which
is not something that necessarily works right
away. (And imagine, there's no display to allow
you to check what you're shooting or what
you've shot!) This is precisely why planning is
so necessary. He researches the places he
wants to photograph in advance, including detailed investigations into the sun's position on
his scheduled photo shoot days. This is particularly evident in the self-portrait atop the
plane.
Johannes Huwe likes to travel with little luggage
and doesn't carry a mass of different lenses
with him. Instead, he only ever photographs
with the wide-angle lens, never, ever with a
zoom lens, "not even if I went on safari."

"No details!" His sole concern is to capture the
experience of nature, the mood of the wind and
weather.
TWO PHOTO WORLDS
IN FINEST COEXISTENCE
In the middle of these same snowstorms on Iceland, Huwe was posting photos live on Facebook and Twitter. His Twitter account @
johanneshuwe not only has gained him nearly
thirteen thousand followers from around the
world who love his great photos with English
captions, but also print sales and even a photo
campaign with Burger King.
When on a road trip like that in Iceland, it's all
too easy to fall into classic tourist photo mode
and just take photos of all the scenic attractions.
But Johannes Huwe has found for himself a
mode that prevents that. He uses analog film to
decelerate from his professional life otherwise

dedicated to digital media as CEO of Cybay
New Media: "The intensive work required to take
the photo as discussed under 2 also means that
I, as a photographer, press the shutter more intentionally and purposefully with higher expectations for each shot. For me, this facilitates the
leap from ordinary photos to a work (of art)."
"When I need an absolutely clear shot, such as
at the “World of Speed”, then the digital Hasselblad is the right choice. But I feel more comfortable when I'm working with film, "One could
Shot taken on
film during the
last trip to Iceland in March
2015
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Fjaðrárgljúfur.
A breathtaking
canyon landscape
in southeastern
Iceland,
photographed on
film with
Superia 400

say: if the photographic subject needs to be
clearly outlined, as in the "World of Speed", then
the digital camera has a lot of benefits with few
drawbacks. The moment when the shutter
closes is only a fraction of a second in a long
chain of preparations, focusing on the event,
and follow-up editing. In the essential combina-

Media presence on
different platforms:
www.huwe.cc
photos.johanneshuwe.com
Facebook.com/johanneshuwe.cc
twitter.com/johanneshuwe
flickr.com/photos/lemonbase
society6.com/johanneshuwe
trailblaze.de
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tion with multiple visits to the event, it's almost
automatically necessary for high-quality, powerful images that make a statement.
But it's different when shooting on the go. Here
the immediate impressions are surprising and
strong. Restricting myself to film is similarly useful and helpful as if I were taking pictures with
the large-format camera: "The intensive study of
the image and the preparation that goes into it
means that the shutter button is pressed much
less often. Only when the image is really "right",
it is exposed on film," says Huwe. Even with the
publication of his work, Huwe is amazingly restrained. It always undergoes a strict selection
process. Only the best shots are published. Often these are those in which viewers can imagine themselves sitting around the campfire and
even sleeping outside.

DIGITAL SERVES DISTRIBUTION, WHILE
PAPER PROMOTES APPRECIATION
Ironically, Johannes Huwe, who often shares his
photographs online, says: "There's nothing
worse than having to look at a picture on a
screen, whether it's on a camera display or on
the iPad." Publishing a volume of his photos has
long been a major goal; it was only in early 2015
that Huwe's work was given a public showing in
an art gallery in Hamburg. Seltmann + Söhne
agreed to publish Huwe's large-format volume.
Professionally laid out 170 g/m2 professional silk
paper, the images of the Mojave Desert readily
take viewers to the "World of Speed" depicted.
Huwe used the book as a gift for his customers,
which was very well received, and even stoked
expectations that a new volume should appear
by the end of the year. He certainly has enough

material. Everything wonderfully printed by the
artist on Hahnemühle Photo Rag 308 g/m2. Of
course the matte paper increases the charm of
the analog film grain. So he is quite deliberate
and excited about seeing the results of shots
taken on Kodak Portra and stored for 15 years.
Once again, the shots are of the desert, this time
Namibia. Martina Mettner

The author
is photography expert
Dr. Martina Mettner, who
writes on photography
and provides consulting
services to photographers.
In the fall of 2014, her latest book "Fotopraxis mit
Perspektive" ["Shooting
with Perspective"]
appeared. In January
2015, she went on a
photography tour of
southeastern Asia.
www.fotofeinkost.de
www.fotofeinkost-verlag.de
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